
HELSBY & ELTON PPG

Minutes of the Meeting held on Tuesday 26 September 2017

Present
John Dearden – Acting Chair
Dianne Walker – Membership Secretary
Lesley Gardner
John Gresty
Emi Howe
Helen Plant
Maureen Wilson
Brian Yorke – Practice Manager
Mandy Jervis – Minutes Secretary

Apologies
Frank Thomas & Caroline Singleton

Minutes of Previous Meeting
Agreed & signed by the Acting Chair

Matters Arising
ß Survey of unused medicines – BY had not had an opportunity to discuss 

this with the Partners, although it was thought it might be possible to 
include something at the next KWIC event.

ß The 8 Week Blood Sugar Diet – BY has not had an opportunity to raise 
this with the Partners

Chairman Update
ß Nothing to update at present
ß BY will endeavour to contact FT to discuss the future



ß JD said he would be happy to stand in as Vice Chair for now but would 
not wish to be Chair on a permanent basis

Practice Manager Update

Patient Waiting Room Screen – Patient testimonials were up on the screen and 
GP’s felt uncomfortable with the detailed information being shown.  They
would prefer slides without testimonials.  Following discussion, it was agreed 
that the PPG should come to some agreement as to what is acceptable and 
suitable for the screen.  No testimonials to be included, just information on 
services. EH & HP said they would reduce their slides down to three. BY will 
discuss the following with GP’s and put together protocol/criteria:

ß Future applications to be made through the PPG  for approval
ß Restrict applications to local service providers from Helsby or Elton – this 

would cut down the potential for too many applications
ß A statement by the Practice to be added by BY to say that the 

complimentary therapies are not endorsed by Helsby & Elton Practice
ß People advertising on the screen will need to participate in KWIC events
ß There should be a maximum number of slides, say three, which will not 

include patient names

GP Resources - Dr John Bassett, an F2, is working in the Practice for four 
months.  In February we will become a training practice again and will have a 
Registrar which will be another valuable resource

BY has a Commissioning Meeting every month to discuss various matters and 
felt the following information might be useful for a KWIC event.  Macmillan 
have teamed up with Brio and they come out to community events.  There is 
also a Rural Living Well Project.

Terms of Reference

LG has looked information provided by The Patients Association (MJ will 
distribute information to members).  She felt the Terms of Reference should be 
made more modern, looking at two things in particular:



ß Are we fit for purpose?
ß How much do we actually communicate with the Practice?  

Key points from the discussions included the following:

ß The PPG needs a purpose – in one sentence  
ß The Terms of Reference should be pro-active and easy for people to 

understand. Lots of people don’t know the PPG exists and there could be 
people out there who could offer services and good skills that we know 
nothing about 

ß Look at having some time out with a Partner/Partners to look at the way 
forward.  It was generally felt that more contact with the Practice would 
be beneficial

ß Work with the Practice in a complimentary way.  Possibly look at having 
regular topics within the Practice, covering for example Diabetes, Heart 
Disease, Dementia, etc on a themed monthly basis

ß Put articles in The Helsby News, Helsby to Hand and Elton Newsletter 
(applications to be made by the PPG rather than the Practice) which will 
hopefully encourage people to contact the PPG with suggestions or for 
help

ß Any new document needs to be produced before the next AGM as it can 
only be sent to the AGM for amendment **Action for everyone to 
review the current document**

Representation from Helsby High School

ß DW said the two representatives had now gone to University and she 
had thanked them for their contribution.  Eddie would still like to attend 
where possible during holiday times.  It might be possible to see if 
anyone from the Lower Sixth could become involved for a couple of 
years.  DW previously contacted Business Studies Teacher and will ask 
again for representation.  

ß EH will mention representation to a contact of hers.  She could also 
speak at an assembly regarding what GP’s are able to offer relating to 
young people’s issues.  BY will ask the GP’s what they can offer.  



Any Other Business

ß KWIC Event - The Community Centre had been provisionally booked for 
14 October at Elton.  It was decided that a stand-alone event in the New 
Year would be preferred, once the Terms of Reference have been 
updated.  KWIC would possibly be given a different title to encourage 
the community to attend.  To be discussed further at the next meeting

ß Patient Access – Parents or Carers may have access to on-line accounts 
of anyone under the age of 16.  A process has been put in place before 
patients reach the age of 16 whereby the Practice is writing to patients
involved. Letters have been sent to patients who will reach the age of 
16 in the next six months – waiting for them to get back to us.  For those 
who turned 16 in the last 12 months, accounts have been suspended 
and they will be able to arrange on-line access themselves.  From the 
last 10 years, there could be some patients compromised and Dr Martin 
has asked that letters are written to those patients

Date of Next Meeting
Tuesday 21 November 2017
6.00pm at Helsby Health Centre


